Summer Camp Behavioral Specialist

Bronx House Summer Day Camp Behavioral Specialist will be responsible for assisting with camper behavior management proactively and when situations arise. This position runs 7 ½ weeks from June 29-August 18. 10:00am-3:45pm, Mon-Fri. Transportation is provided from the Bronx to camp daily if needed.

Qualifications

- Bachelor's degree in human services, social work, psychology, or special education.
- Must have a strong foundation in applied behavior analysis.
- Must have an understanding of behavioral characteristics associated with behavior disorders and other behavior issues.
- Has good communication skills, both written and verbal.
- Must have excellent interpersonal skills.
- Must be able to handle emotionally charged situations.
- Has the ability to coach other people to apply behavior management techniques effectively.
- Must be a team player.

Responsibilities

- Determine functional behavior capabilities of campers ages K-6 to design behavioral interventions when needed.
- Analyze functional behavior and multi-faceted behavior interventions.
- Coordinate between camp staff, parents and campers to develop behavior interventions and resolve issues.
- Assist campers to determine inappropriate behavior and develop appropriate actions for good interpersonal skills.
- Understand typical school age behavioral conditions such as intellectual disabilities. Implement behavior support plans to measure goals and objective and ensure meeting them.
- Create behavior support plans in times of display of inappropriate behavior.
- Coordinate with parents and camp staff when needed.
- Evaluate, assess, implement and update support programs and interventions.
- Report to and provide necessary assistance to Director and Unit Leaders as needed.
- Participating in total camp program including, all-camp events, opening and closing day.
- Build positive relationships with campers and staff.
- Attend all required training

Email resume to leon@bronxhouse.org